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Intro
I have two chronic invisible disabilities and an invisible chronic illness which cause me to 
have constant chronic pain and limited energy. My conditions fluctuate and can be 
unpredictable, they can cause me to faint or to lose a lot of blood. This document 
describes my accessibility needs and what to do in the case of an emergency. 

Needs
- Working in warm comfortable spaces, especially if I am going to be there for long periods 

of time.
- Being informed of meeting times/places with plenty of advance notice so that I can plan 

travel, schedule and energy levels.
- My condition affects my hearing and I need to meet in spaces that don’t have a lot of 

background noise or I will find it difficult to hear or concentrate.
- I cannot lift heavy objects or do large amounts of physically demanding work.
- When I am working for long periods of time I can become faint and confused and will 

need to take a break and lie down and rest for a moment. 
- Sometimes I can take longer than most people to answer emails, please be patient or 

mark emails as urgent if you need an urgent response.

Emergencies
If I express that I am in a lot of pain, I’m losing a lot of blood or if I have fainted then please 
do the following:

- Call my primary carer and partner, Alex Linton, if he is not present with me: 
+4915901497993. Please follow his directions. 

- Do not call an ambulance unless I explicitly ask you to do so. Please try the next steps 
and if this does not work then please ask Alex if you should call an ambulance and he will 
confirm whether you should or not. 

- Move me into the recovery position on a floor or sofa, put something soft under my head, 
get a wet cold cloth and hold it on my neck until I come round, fetch the painkillers in my 
bag, I will need 1 x diclofenac and 1 x codeine, get some water to drink and something 
sweet to drink like juice or fizzy pop if there is some available. If I have a hot water bottle 
with me then you can fill it and put it on my lower abdomen. It is helpful if only 1-2 people 
are helping me as I can become very confused and upset when this happens, crowding 
me with a lot of people can make me more confused. Talk to me while you are doing this 
process, explain to me where I am and who I’m with and what you are giving me. I often 
fluctuate between being very cold and very hot as I’m coming round, having a blanket, 
jumper or extra layers to put on me or helping me take off layers if I’m too hot is helpful. 
Once I have come round please leave me lying or sitting for a while until I feel confident 
enough to get up and then help me organise a way to go home, preferably with someone 
in case I faint on the way home. 


